Muddy 98 - A Stormwater Success Story

From dirt to dollars

ALDOT fights state lawsuit over U.S. 98

Big Creek Lake photographs
“I’m disappointed in where we are. This has ramifications for beyond Mobile for all the work we do. It’s a trust issue. We’ve lost our credibility. We’ve got to work to restore it.”

-Director McInnes

**closing the gaps -**
- leadership priority was communicated
- created stormwater coordinator positions
- invested in research and testing
- created and communicated the five pillars
- required mandatory prebid meetings
- promoted contractor accountability
- limited and delayed disturbance
- required 33 slopes or flatter

- connected our responsibilities to our mission
- worked hard to become trustworthy again
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“ALDOT has institutionalized stewardship, it’s the way they do business.” — Eve Brantley, Dec 2013

Glenwood Road to Lott Road

Managing communication
Managing work
Managing water
Managing Erosion
Managing sediment

Muddy 98:
a construction stormwater success story

Barry Fagan, Director of Stormwater 
Julie Wood, Stormwater Coordinator

Managing stormwater best practices in encouraging stormwater management